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Happy summer! So far, 2017 has delivered smooth sailing from an
investment perspective. Investing is important, but it’s not the only
thing you can do to protect your financial well-being. You need to learn
the best way to think about your money so that you can dream, plan,
and achieve that which is truly important to you. Summer is a great
time to read a good book, spend time in nature, and re-examine your
personal life mission. Then we can make meaningful adjustments to
your plan to help position you for a lifetime of financial security. Let
us know when you’re ready to dive in. As always, we’re here to help.
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MARKET HIGHLIGHTS: Q2 2017
“Global Stocks Post Strongest
First Half in Years, Worry
Investors.” That Wall Street
Journal headline from the
last day of Q2 caused more
than a few investors (perhaps
you included) to ponder
“what’s next?”

As we closed out the first half
of the year, most indices were
continuing to rise at a pace
we haven’t seen since 2009.
Despite certain political and
global events that would have
dampened investor exuberance
in “the old days,” investors have
been nothing but enthusiastic,

and the economic data has
certainly supported that fervor.
Tumbling oil prices have driven
down energy prices and
inflation. The housing market
seems to be gaining steam.
And while growth in the GDP,
inflation, and consumer
spending has slowed, they
continued on page 2
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2016
Close

As of
June 30

Quarter
Change

Year to Date
Change

DJIA

19762.60

21349.63

3.32%

8.03%

NASDAQ

5383.12

6140.42

3.87%

14.07%

S&P 500

2238.83

2423.41

2.57%

8.24%

RUSSELL 2000

1357.13

1415.36

2.12%

4.29%

Global Dow

2528.21

2769.39

2.9%

9.54%

Fed. Funds

0.50%-0.75%

1.00%-1.25%

25 bps

50 bps

2.44%

2.30%

-8 bps

-14 bps

10-year Treasuries

Performance data based on data reported in the WSJ Market Data Center as reported by Forefield, Inc.

are still showing modest increases. All of that,
plus expected tax cuts, strong corporate balance
sheets, and central bank support, seems to have
outweighed any negative news and buoyed both
the US and Global indices. The result: the Dow,
NASDAQ, and S&P 500 are up 8.03%, 14.07%,
and 8.24% respectively; and the Global Dow is up
9.54%. That strong economy spurred The Federal
Reserve Bank to raise the Federal Funds rate
another ¼ point.
So what can investors do to assuage their worries
about the future? Jason Zweig’s interview with
Peter L. Bernstein offers some answers. In the
interview (which took place years before the
Great Recession) Zweig asks: How can investors
avoid being shocked, or at least reduce the risk
of overreacting to a surprise? Bernstein
responded with this wisdom:

I view diversification not only as a survival
strategy but as an aggressive strategy because
the next windfall might come from a surprising
place. I want to make sure I’m exposed to it.
Somebody once said that if you’re comfortable
with everything you own, you’re not diversified.”
Berstein then posed this question to investors:
“Can you manage yourself in a bubble, and
can you manage yourself on the other side?”
I’m happy to say that our approach is consistent
with Bernstein’s Yoda-like guidance. We continue
to actively diversify our client portfolios,
reallocating fixed income with international and
global bonds, inflation-protected securities, and
real estate. “Survival is the only road to riches.”
And while no one knows what the future holds,
we promise not to overreact—no matter what
surprises come our way.

“Understanding that we do not know the future
is such a simple statement, but it’s so important,”
he said. “Survival is the only road to riches…
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RECENT NEWS
Top financial publications continue to reach out to Lauren to leverage her expertise on a variety of financial topics.
Get all the details on our website under ‘Klein News.’

Lauren was quoted in the Bankrate

Lauren was quoted in the CreditCards.

Lauren was quoted in 6 Budgeting

article Should you pay debt before

com article Credit debt pitfalls for

Mistakes and How to Fix Them on

saving? ‘When your liabilities include

later-in-life marriages. ‘Marrying later in

Nerdwallet. ‘A goal that’s many decades

things like credit card debt or that loan

life means you have had plenty of time

away is an easy goal to neglect. But

you got from the furniture store to buy

to set your financial habits, enter into

whether you’re middle-aged with a family

your couch, paying debt first can help

complicated arrangements and make

or fresh out of college, you need to save for

you solve ongoing problems with

mistakes. “Later in life you often have a

retirement—it should be the single biggest

managing your money. “Not only is

set of obligations that have nothing to do

financial priority in your life. “People tend to

consumer debt high interest, but in

with the other person you marry,” says

see saving for retirement as sacrificing their

my experience with clients, 99% of the

Lauren Klein, president of Klein Financial

‘expendable’ income today,” says Lauren

time, consumer debt is created when

Advisors in Newport Beach, California.

Klein, CFP and founder of Klein Financial

lifestyle exceeds resources,” says Lauren

First, there’s the matter of children,

Advisors in Newport Beach, California.

Klein, CFP professional, the founder and

particularly offspring who are grown-up.

“That’s looking at it all wrong.” Klein

president of Klein Financial Advisors in

One—or both—new spouses may be

suggests thinking of today’s retirement

Newport Beach, California. Identify your

helping out adult children. While one

contributions as tomorrow’s paychecks—

real expendable income, create a budget

spouse may feel obligated to help

this is the money that will pay the bills

based on that number and include paying

her children, the other may feel

when you’re older.’

down debt as a significant part of the

differently.’

equation, Klein says.’
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FROM THE BLOG
The readership of Lauren’s blog—both on our site and on IRIS.xyz—continues to
grow. It’s exciting to see more people reading and engaging in the conversation.
Don’t miss Lauren’s blog on our website to stay informed on topics that impact
your finances, your family, and your future.

SEPTEMBER

15
OCTOBER

1
How long do you
plan to live? (And are
you planning for it?)

What would you
change if you
were rich?

Are you ready to
become an investing
Wonder Woman?

Is there a topic you’d like Lauren to tackle? Send us an email with your thoughts.
We’d love your suggestions and feedback.
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SEPTEMBER 4
Labor Day (our offices and
the markets will be closed)
SEPTEMBER 15
Estimated Q3 federal taxes due
Final due date for extended
returns for partnerships & S-Corps
OCTOBER 1
Deadline for self-employed
individuals or small employers to
establish a SIMPLE-IRA for 2016
OCTOBER 2
Final due date for extended
returns for trusts and estates
OCTOBER 16
Final due date for extended
returns for individuals
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SUMMER READING LIST
I can’t let the summer go by without my list of great reads.
Here’s my (not so) short list—hopefully with something for
everyone. If you do dive in to one or two of these, let’s
schedule some time to share thoughts.
Hands down the best book I’ve read in years,
A Gentleman in Moscow: A Novel by Amor
Towles is the perfect summer read—wherever
you are. In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is
deemed an “unrepentant aristocrat” by the
Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house
arrest in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from
the Kremlin. Overflowing with humor and a fantastic cast
of characters, this stunningly written novel gives us the
opportunity to observe—and learn from—one man’s search
for a deeper understanding of what it means to be a man
of purpose.
A repeat from last summer’s list, this book
is so thought-provoking that I’m hoping if
you missed it then, you’ll read it now. In The
Two-Income Trap: Why Middle-Class Parents
Are (Still) Going Broke, Elizabeth Warren
discusses the repercussions of women
entering the workforce and why today’s high-earning
two-income family has less discretionary income once
their fixed monthly bills are paid. Read why this situation
puts families at risk and her thoughts on how we can
begin to restore security to the middle class.

In The Wise Heart, Jack Kornfield offers a
comprehensive guide to Buddhist psychology
in a format this is accessible even to us Westerners. Whether, like me, you are exploring
Buddhism and meditation, or you’re seeking
a path toward your own inner peace in
any way, this easy-to-read guide offers a practical path
for realizing it in your own life.
If you ever find yourself stretched too
thin (and who hasn’t!), Essentialism: The
Disciplined Pursuit of Less by Greg KcKeown
offers the Way of the Essentialist, a method
that can help change the way you live, work,
and thrive. The Way of the Essentialist isn’t
about getting more done in less time. It’s about getting only
the right things done. Not just another time management
or productivity technique, it is a systematic discipline for
discerning what is absolutely essential, then eliminating
everything that is not, to help you make the highest
possible contribution towards the things that really matter.
The winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction, The Sympathizer by Viet Thanh
Nguyen has the pace and suspense of a
thriller and prose that has been compared
to Graham Greene and Saul Bellow. In this
sweeping epic of love and betrayal, the
narrator, a communist double agent, is a “man of two
minds,” a half-French, half-Vietnamese army captain who
arranges to come to America after the Fall of Saigon, and
while building a new life with other Vietnamese refugees
in Los Angeles is secretly reporting back to his communist
superiors in Vietnam. Simply brilliant.

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Cartoon credit: Drew Dernavich/The New Yorker Collection/The Cartoon Bank

Add Klein Financial Advisors news to your feeds by connecting
with us on LinkedIn , Facebook , and Twitter . Our content
is always carefully selected with the goal of offering valuable
financial education and guidance. And watch for our Saturday
emails for an easy roundup of all the news!
Masthead photo Chris Pizzitola.
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